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Post-it Idea Wall



Post-it Idea Wall



Belief  / Infographics / Social Responsibility



Notes / Goals / Intention of App



Functionality



Functionality



Four Elements Breakdown



Elemental Wellington - Title - App. Focus?

Aristoles 5 Elements, but with human 
action as Aether or...

5 Elements:
I. Earth 
II. Wind
III. Air
IV. Water
V. Social? Maslows = Self actualisation

Five Elements Exploration



Notes



Ideas for drag and drop 
icons and information 
displayed on 
application. Ended up 
simplifying greatly due 
to testing/informal 
discusions feedback - 
for clarity of 
purpose.app.

Media report example (below) of increasing Toxic Sea Slug Reports on Auckland and Wellinton 
Beaches (can kill or make ill small animals or children) 

Public Health notification - could add to PUSH notifications.

Toxic Sea Slugs On City Beach - Aug 17, 2010

http://www.aucklandtrains.co.nz/2010/08/17/toxic-sea-slugs-on-city-beach/ 

The toxic sea slug has appeared on an Auckland city beach – Kohi beach.
3 specimens have been discovered on the beach.  They have been confirmed as  the species 
Pleurobranchaca maculate, which is known to contain the poison tetrodotoxin and had been found 
on North Shore beaches.
Auckland City Council has erected warning signs and will monitor the beach for further sightings.

Icons / Functionality / Notes



Infographics



Infographics / Circular /  Connectivity... Ideas, Health, Food... Everything



Looking back on the orange 
post it note... --> this is an 
idealistic statement.

Yet ironically being a 
designer and constantly 
analysing visual things, I find 
connecting with people 
online over ideas, far more 
mind expanding.

<-- Interface Design analysis 
of: Doppler, Roambi, 
Everyblock, Saturation, 
TubeMap

App Review / Notes



Briefly looked into 
colour theory and 
colour in culture. 
With the intension to 
make my app visually 
beautiful for New 
Zealanders, and at 
the very least not 
offensive to visitors. 
The multitude of 
contradictions meant 
that it was hard to 
design something 
that did not have a 
cultural significance 
or connotations to 
someone.

Colour in Culture



deuteranomaly 5% of men/ 0.4% of women

deuteranopy 1% of men normal colour visiondeuteranopy 1% of men

Colour Blindness Testing and Experimentation



Map Exploration

Visually
What colours stand out / contrast various light situations / most effective in full daylight mode?
Colour contrasts - what are the most important features to display?
How many map views are necessary for purpose of application i.e. satellite, terrain, contrast? How 
does diff icons perceived on map background /clarity 

Technically
What is a lightweight open source mapping system?
Initially looked at having layers could turn on and off dependant on viewers needs - decided against 
due to need to simplify add focus to application.

Mapping Platforms Explored - both desktop and mobile
Bing (http://www.bing.com)
Google Maps (http://maps.google.com) American centric first view
Cartogen (http://cartagen.org)
Koordinates.com (http://koordinates.com)
Yahoo.com (http://maps.yahoo.com)
Open Street Map (http://www.openstreetmap.org)



Cartagen                       (http://cartagen.org/)

Layering experimentation:
I. Colour visibility on iPhone screen.
II. Transparency - data overlap - result 

icons on map work better.

Benefits
I. Draws maps dynamically on client 

side.
II. Flexible data platform - move, 

adapt, & redraw. Can include as 
many layers of data as needed.

III. Vector mapping in native HTML 5.
IV.Runs on iPhone & the Android 

platforms, & uses less 
bandwidth.overall.

http://cartagen.org/
http://cartagen.org/


I. Topographical map - tested in beta - decided against because platform not final more room for 
error / or to change for app. platform use = less stable / predictable. Upon return web visits, 
the focus seems to be more as a search engine, than mapping platform (Search now: 
aggregates local mapping info / local sites / advertising).

II. Quick load time for desktop web / slower on iphone.

III. When typed in Wellington address Bing Beta automatically knew where I was - was given a 
map of the whole of new Zealand (auto geo-location <- helpful feature to build in to app.). Bing 
Later was less successful.

IV. Low figure foreground distinction - Bland pastel colours are fine for a medium to low lit room 
but not good for clarity, especially when outside on phone.

V. Bing Later added colour to iconography in lower L.H.Side.

VI. Street / city / country hover option beside the scale slider is a clever idea not seen anywhere 
else on web maps but may be an impractical idea for the screen size of phone maps.

VII. The street city country hover option beside the scale slider is a clever idea - not seen 
anywhere else on web maps / may be an impractical idea for the screen size of phone 
maps however.

VIII.Lower right hand side: trademarking and should be included in top left navigation freeing 
up more screen space for the majority of viewers intention to view maps.

IX. Trademark details and links in lower R.H.S corner - cannot be removed hindering a 
larger, cleaner map view. American centric map links - Bing/M$  should make the most of 
technology (ie geolocation) to satisfy a map centred to viewer.

XI. Map line detail and colour changes - Bing Later is more blue based (looks less like the 
yellow based map colours of Google and more definition by colour alone ie less line 
detail).

XIII. Bing Later - removed excess navigation cruft. Bing Beta - street city country zoom marker 
good idea for desktop space but not enougscreen space on mobile.

BING
LATER

BING
BETA

Bing Maps Desktop Review



Simple and straightforward zoom function.

Uncluttered page, yet has great features like a live 
web view.

Contains my most favourite colour combinations of 
the big three mapping giants (Google Yahoo and 
Bing). It’s bright, clear, good contrast, text definition, 
main arterial routes.

Quick load time on the web / slower on the phone.

Only site that views Wellington as one would on a 
world map orientation. All others view from the 
opposite direction.

Contains my most favourite colour combinations of 
the big three mapping giants - bright, clear, good 
contrast, text definition, main arterial routes well 
defined.

Slightly unclear where to search for ‘Wellington 
NZ’.Other search options are either A -> B directions, 
find a business or search the web.

Yahoo.com Maps Desktop 



Cartagen.org Maps Mobile Review

Cartagen - GSS Style 
Sheets

Like CSS for styling web 
pages.

Adapted for dynamic data 
sources.

Customizable Maps.
Crisp visability on multi-
level zooming.

Preferable to Google. As 
there’s less local info and 
less integration possibilities  
had to go w Googl;e as 
final choice.

Can display multiple 
datasets - good for layers.

Draws maps dynamically 
on client side.

Vector mapping in HTML5.

MIT started.

Takes a long time to load 
on iPhone; tho think this 
could be overcome with 
more direct application.

Simplified graphics work 
well with small mobile 
screen.



A NZ based start-up so was 
keen to support local tech.

Excellent display of one of the 
most comprehensive libraries 
of local data sets out now 
(2011).

Uses google maps. Easy to 
find wellington after search 
entry.

Difficult to read or navigate 
on mobile.

Better display for desktop.

L.H.S pop out w 
customisable add-ons 
(some free some pay)- 
great feature.

Quick and easy to find 
Wellington after search 
entry.

Map manipulation tools not 
designed for mobile  - far 
too small.

When L.H.S box removed  
top advertising reduces to 

This is as close as I could get 
on a mobile phone and 
mobile simulator. 

Not close enough for Tune In 
Share Out app.

Four Map views optimally 
placed in top R.H. corner- 
Terrain, Hybrid, Satellite & 
Hybrid - excellent option.

Koordinates.com Maps Mobile Review



Bing.com Maps Mobile Review

Page 2: When typed in 
‘wellington new zealand’ 
search results for 
wellington based websites 
were results not thge 
intention of a wellington 
map.

Needed to go back to 
main screen and scrool 
down to ‘Maps’ button 

Page 1: Main Page result 
searching for ‘Bing Maps’.

Direct access to Bing Maps only 
available after scroll down to 
Maps link (not visible in above 
screen shot). No indication (pop 
up visual cue etc) to scroll down 
for first time user.

Page 5: After a few pages of 
frustration, get to the ‘wellington 
map’ that I was searching for.

Wellington new blue based map.

Colours moved away from Google 
Yellow based map.

The closest zoom I could get on 
Wellington map - clear test visuals 
- sparse enough to have my icons 
visible.

Important to consider if app is 
having detailed multiple 
iconography like the ‘share your 
visions’ page.

Car icon - sent me to planning a 
start and end point in America - 
not helpful.

Lights icon - had no change on 
NZ map.

Zoom + and - button good size - 
sensitivity to touch / effective.



Google Maps Experimentation via Scribble Maps



<-- The maps to the left 
are beautiful but do not 
have enough clarity and 
simplicity of purpose for 
the minimised mobile 
screen. 

Cartagen example to the 
right --> takes simplicity 
to the extreme.

Mapping has long 
been a method of 
understanding the 
world - weather it 
be a precise map 
navigation a city or 
mapping public 
contributions

Map Exploration



Love the simplicity / 
monochrome aspect of 
this map

Would make icons more 
visible - 

Similar to Rem Koolhaus 
book ‘Mutations’ Rome 
Agora imagery.

Pic from: The Geneology of 
Maps (Book)

ref: http-//smogr.com/alert/
images/ep_09/Parma_IT_1840

Map Exploration



Map from Archigram’s 
Plug-In City 1964 

Explorations (below)

Streamlined

London Underground  Maps
Walking City / 
Plug-In City - Tag / Plug in Cloud

Archigram - graphic quirky yet 
still looks trustworthy (not strictly 
following Captology principles).

Map Exploration / Inspiration



<--- Tune In Share out app enables:

Personal Governance - control over 
personal health / direct action.

Social Discourse - being able to see 
friends on map / Many to Many 
Many to one via FB, Twitter, etc.

Tune In Share out app enables: <---

Persoanal Data management through 
geotagging able to be switched on or off.

Location based sharing --> to a collective 
map = collaborative health
fits few levels in Maslows Heirachy

Social Discourse / Mobile Life



Tune In Share Out Application 
sits comfortably in:

I. Services, 
II. Reinforcing Relations
III. Efficient Work categories.

= where Tune In Share Out sits

Actor / Action / Function / Needs



Based on Social Goals

:)

“Efficient Work” “Reinforcing Relations”

“Seeking Entertainment”“Qualified Service”

Work

Based on Social GoalsBased on Financial Goals

People who 
have similar 

interests

Education

Health

Auto

Coworkers Friends
 

Family

Relations
EntertainmentServices

Tune In Share Out 
Application sits 
comfortably in:

I. Services, 
II. Reinforcing 

Relations
III. and Efficient Work 

categories.

My Version of 
previous 
diagram-keep?



Circle of Life

Gaia Theory

We are all connected 
(whether / weather we like it or not!)
Nuclear / Volcanoes / Acid Rain / Pollution... - 
we share it all.

Hence the interest and exporation in circular 
navigation.

Also a clever way to display multiple navigation 
choices without overwhelming the viewer.

Progressive Disclosure = Circular Wheel Interface

Sonic Circular Sound
http://www.whitevinyldesign.com/solarbeat

Circular Navigation Exploration

http://www.whitevinyldesign.com/solarbeat/
http://www.whitevinyldesign.com/solarbeat/


What does a name convey?



MyWelly Exploration



tohuu
Add favourite site locations 
to this list by tapping the 
location      pin once (which 
will  then change colour) 
then tap the favourites
      button on the main tab 
below to automatically add 
to your favourites list 
automatically.

MY FAVOURITE SITES

One early front screen 
idea - connecting above 
and below / sky (air) & 
water (earth). App 
details fades through 
fronds.

Front page idea - let the 
individual personalise parts of 
the app. Include fav. photo 
under  app main text. An 
extension of contributing ideas 
to the city’s wellbeing / needs.

This page is too explanatory. The 
learning curve for touch screen 
mobile use (eg. iPhone) owners is 
quick and steep. Could have a 
pop on first use but not necessary 
for long term.

Tohu  Exploration



Visual inspiration from‘Data Flow’ book



Circular Navigation



Human ->Arduino ->Local Governance <-> Public



Uncluttering / Deleting Funtionality



If Colour Affects Mood - Change App Colours To Enhance Health



Notes



Infographic / Interface ideas

Layering of diff animals groups 
based on:
- their order in food chain
- critical placement in heirachy 
i.e if bees disappear so to will 
plant life in four years.

Earth as an Apple infographic

Take a slice of sensor 
intelligence

Water / Sea Health / Sustainability



Persona’s



Stereotypes



Personas



Interface Exploration



Exploring Mobile App. Circular Navigation



Icon Experimentation



AIGA
International 
Symbols

Isoman 
Isotype
Neurath

Title

Too-frequently requesting confirmation  

is likely to be more annoying than 

helpful.

OK

Title

Alerts, in particular, should be used 

only rarely.

OKCancel

Title

Too-frequently requesting confirmation  

is likely to be more annoying than 

helpful.

OK

Title

Alerts, in particular, should be used 

only rarely.

OKCancel

WC

Icon Experimentation



ItemMost RecentKeypadRecentsContacts

MoreSearchMost ViewedBookmarksFavorites

Don!t Allow OK

“Camera” would like to use

your current location

Item Item Done

Omnigraffle Icon Experimentation



Target Audience

Participatory / 
Community minded

At Ease With
Technology

Educating

Greening / 
Eco Awareness



Layout / Planning



App. Layout / Design



Design Detail + Notes



i.e is having an arrow 
indicative of swiping or 
will people just figure it 
out how much visual 
indication do I need ?

Cartagen.org Maps Mobile Review



Design Sketches



Air and Water pages 
(below) in final app 
combined into one 
for quick accessibility 
and function.

Tufte
๏  Sparklines - lighter 

perfect clarity and depth 
of info for iphone display.

๏  Pixel ink.

Layout / Functionality



Notes



add addresses 
automatically 

enter addy

public private 
imperative

Design Sketches / Notes



Testing / Functionality / Health Exploration



Graphic icons draw eyes attention / not 
language specific
Majority of Otto Neurath’s not simple enough 
for wide understanding imo.

Wheel & Icon Exploration



Design Exploration



Last 15 min (from 2:15pm) Live Data

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
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µg/m!20
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µg/m!50
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7am -> 7pm 03 May 2010 
Live AirQuality Data

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Nitrogen oxide (NO)
Particulate PM10

Ozone (03)Map of WLG (right and 
above watercolour 
painting version) 
showing predicted 
water level rises like on: 
flood.firetree.net

Include access to tide 
maps?

Design Exploration



Circular Design Exploration

WATER

MY WELLY

AIR



Air Quality / Interface / Icon / Map Considerations



Design Exploration



Map / Graph Exploration

Tide Data

I. Tufte Sparkline - succinct format 
for mobile

II. Per Day / Week

Toxic Algae alerts

I. Council post signs sometimes not 
visible to people at beach.

II. At start of Masters council didn’t 
post Toxic Algae alerts to website/ 
now do.

III. Get PUSH Notifications sent to 
phone.



App. Notes



Daily Push Notications

Daily Weekly Infographic explaining X 
# of ways to help your local and the 
larger environment.

Living Planet Index - Thackera / Jobs 
Kevin Kelly - Helpful tools and tips

Flipside...

Kevin Kelly - What technology wants?

‘Biology of Desire’ Documentary

Reprap Machines in the future will 
design for us all - we won’t be serving 
technology it will be serving us?

Working in harmony?

Cybernetics - Cyborgs - Donna 
Haraway

Arduino

I. Air and Water sensor - make.com your own.
II. Open source Platform 
III. Customise to suit individual tastes-like moble phone covers

Green Notes



Creating Persuasive Technologies: An Eight-Step Design Process
BJ Fogg Persuasive Technology Lab

entry point

splash screen

pop up 

sign in process

Main Map

Pin Page

Aggregated 

Pollution
Favourites

Personal 

Settings

Pollution 

Specifics

Chemical 

Detail

Pollution 

Data

Provider 

Specifics

Social Media

Settings

Photo 

Publication 

Settings

Geolocation

Settings

Add/Remove 

Locations

Share 

Visions

Captology / Technology (QR Code for website)



Design Exploration



Design Exploration



Notes / Name Exploration / Facts

Shake - a cute novelty 
considered for refreshing the 

phone but could become 
tiresome - ie if you walk over a 

bump or in the middle of a 
meeting or don’t want to draw 

attention to the phone.

According to Luke Wroblewski 
over 55 million smartphones 
shipped during the first three 

months of 2010.



Interaction / Detail / Exploration



Cartagen.org Maps Mobile Review

< - Q u i c k p l a y w i t h 
Grapher (MacOSX) to 
explore possibility of  3D 
graphs on phone similar 
to intheair visualization.



Cartagen.org Maps Mobile Review



Cartagen.org Maps Mobile Review



Conducted an Informal Survey taken amongst a Masters 
of Design meetup group.

10 (anonymous) 8 page questionnaires were filled out.

Questions were based around mobile technology, social 
media, internet access and various interface experience 
questions.

As this did not go though the universities ethics process 
the details cannot be included in my masters. This 
ethnographic research through informal answers and 
discussions afterwards did provide helpful insights into 
social and cultural perceptions that helped inform future 
designs.

Mobile Interface / Use / Social Media / Survey



This walkshop was part of Webstock 2010 Conference (webstock.org) proceedings. We walked around an inner city block in Wellington CBD discussing the 
technological infrastructure of the urban landscape. As I live within this block I was quite surprised by the plethora of inner city cameras (that I had not noticed) that 
were watching us in our daily travels. We discussed issues of privacy, who owns the data, what was and could possibly be done with the data, aspects of urban 
design, display, wayfinding, and infrastructure that could be elaborated or expanded on for public good.
Video recording of the walkshop here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yD0Ylf76IRg

Adam Greenfield Webstock Walkshop Jan 2010

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yD0Ylf76IRg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yD0Ylf76IRg


Adam Greenfield Webstock Proper 2010 Talk 



Strategy / Emotional Design / Tech / Notes / Latour



Cradle to Cradle / Environment



Captology / Design / Interaction



Color Experimentation / Icon / Vernacular



Digital Concept Sketches



Sparkline & Bar-chart experiments with Wellington City 
Council (WCC) air quality 2008 data.

Tested: Line weight, colour, bar spacing, demarkation 
of colour between sparklines, percentile & absolute 
values, demarcate arbitrary values. 

Not used in final application prototype due slow run 
time on iPhone.
Processing code from: 
http://willarson.com/code/sparklines/sparklines.html

Processing.js Sparkline and Bar-chart  Experiments



Processing is a well known 
language to create 
sketches, animations, 
games. It is a simplified 
dialect of java. 

The modern browsers that 
ship with today's smart 
phones support HTML5 
element.

Processing.js Sparkline and Bar-chart  Experiments



SHARE	  YOUR	  VISIONS

Tree

Public	  Seating

Seen	  birdlife

Street	  light

Mothers	  Room

Drag	  icons	  from	  wheel	  to	  annotate	  map

To: chchchchanges@tuneinshareout.com

Cc: adam@greenfield.com

Sender: greer@funkive.com

Message:	  Hi,	  Thank	  you	  for	  making	  avail-
able	  a	  free	  Wellington	  based	  health	  app.	  It	  
ROCKS!	  	  I’d	  like	  to	  request	  model	  Android	  
T25x	  included	  in	  the	  next	  update	  please

EMAIL	  MODEL	  INCLUSION	  REQUEST

Arthur C ClarkeQ W E R T Y U I O P

A S D F G H J K L

Z X C V B N M

space.?123 SendPM10  

GRAPHED DATA

Hourly / Daily / Monthly / Yearly
TOUCH ABOVE WORD FOR VARIOUS VIEW

ON ON OFF

View Data as: 
Bar chart                       or  Sparkline

PM10 MONTHLY VIEW

Digital Sketches



my favourite sites

Add favourite site locations to your 
personal favourites list by:

1. tap the pin icon once (will then change 
colour - this geolocates your position).
2. then tap the favourites icon on main tab 
below to automagically add to your 
favourites list.

Tap the public or private boxes to 
set your favourite sites for your 
personal data map

public

private

E INTUN

TUO
ERAHS

FAVOURITE	  LOCATIONS

  

FAVOURITE	  SITES 

13	  Leeds	  Street,	  Hannah
Warehouse,	  Wellington.

20	  Egmont	  Street,	  The	  Tea	  Store,	  
CBD,	  Wellington.	  

126	  Oriental	  Parade,	  Te	  Aro,	  
Wellington,	  6011.

Add	  locations	  to	  your	  personal	  
favourites	  list:
1.	  Tap	  the	  pin	  icon	  once	  (will	  
then	  change	  colour	  -	  this	  geolo-
cates	  your	  position).
2.	  Tap	  the	  favourites	  icon	  on	  
main	  tab	  below	  to	  automagically	  
add	  to	  your	  favourites	  list.

FAVOURITE	  LOCATIONS

Edit

Edit

Edit

13	  Leeds	  Street,	  Hannah
Warehouse,	  Wellington.

20	  Egmont	  Street,	  The	  Tea	  Store,	  
CBD,	  Wellington.	  

126	  Oriental	  Parade,	  Te	  Aro,	  
Wellington,	  6011.

Digital Sketches

FavouritesAir Data Sync Map Pin Stats/Time Personal



data view

previous 6 hours

previous week

previous 3 months

previous month

previous fortnight

previous day

previous 24 hours

previous 12 hours

previous 6 months

data view

previous fortnight

0

5

10

15

20

25

view data overlayed on map

upload air data to personal computer

upload air data from mobile to tohu map

sync air data from sensor to mobile tohu

upload air data from mobile to tohu map

Sony Ericson models - T series and above

iPhone models - models 3G and up

Nokia models - Y series and up

Android

upload air data from mobile to tohu map

Now *sync*... up... up and away...
(Based on the upload gods - about 5 mins)

public

privateFeeling shy? Upload to your map

Sony Ericson models - T series and above

Why not share your data? Go...

my favourite sites

Add favourite site locations to your 
personal favourites list by:

1. tap the pin icon once (will then change 
colour - this geolocates your position).
2. then tap the favourites icon on main tab 
below to automagically add to your favour-
ites list.

Tap the public or private boxes to 
set your favourite sites for your 
personal data map

public

private

pin / share your visions

Use the pin icon to help geolocate current 
position (a pop-up will let you know this) & 
to geolocate favourite sites. 
Drag and drop icons below on to map for 
annotating personal map or sharing your 
vision with the world!

Tap the public or private boxes to 
set your data free (onya mate!);
or hide your data (go on don’t be shy! 
We’d love to see it!)

Democratic pins -  share your visions

public

private

pin / share your visions

Tap the public or private boxes to 
set your data free (onya mate!);
or hide your data (go on don’t be shy! 
We’d love to see it!)

Democratic pins -  share your visions

public

private

Digital Sketches

To: chchchchanges@tuneinshareout.com

Cc: adam@greenfield.com

Sender: greer@funkive.com

Message:	  Hi,	  Thank	  you	  for	  making	  avail-
able	  a	  free	  Wellington	  based	  health	  app.	  It	  
ROCKS!	  	  I’d	  like	  to	  request	  model	  Android	  
T25x	  included	  in	  the	  next	  update	  please

EMAIL	  MODEL	  INCLUSION	  REQUEST

Arthur C ClarkeQ W E R T Y U I O P

A S D F G H J K L

Z X C V B N M

space.?123 Send



Tag	  social	  media	  sharing
privately	  (on)	  publicly	  (off)

Tag	  personal	  photos
as	  private	  (on)	  publicly	  (off)

Geolocation	  tagging

PERSONAL	  SETTINGS

ON

ON OFF

ON

PIN	  /	  SHARE	  YOUR	  VISIONS

Tree

Public Seating

Seen birdlife

  

OK

Drag icons from scroll wheel 
directly on to map above. 
Double tap icon to modify.

PIN	  /	  SHARE	  YOUR	  VISIONS

Tree

Public Seating

Seen birdlife

  

OK

Drag icons from scroll wheel 
directly on to map above. 
Double tap icon to modify.

14.5

VIEW	  DATA

Air	  Quality

Water	  Quality

Your	  Requests

Animal	  Spotting

Your	  Air	  

  

PM10	  Particulate 
Particulate	  Matter	  (PM)	  fine	  particles/	  or	  soot	  

are	  tiny	  subdivisions	  of	  solid	  or	  liquid	  matter	  

suspended	  in	  a	  gas	  or	  liquid.

Human	  activities,	  such	  as	  the	  burning	  of	  fossil	  

fuels	  in	  vehicles,	  power	  plants	  and	  various	  

industrial	  processes	  also	  generate	  significant	  

amounts	  of	  aerosols.	  

Averaged	  over	  the	  globe,	  anthropogenic	  

aerosols	  -	  those	  made	  by	  human	  activities	  

currently	  account	  for	  about	  10	  percent	  of	  the	  

total	  amount	  of	  aerosols	  in	  our	  atmosphere.

VIEW	  DATA

Air	  Quality

Water	  Quality

Your	  Requests

Animal	  Spotting

Your	  Air	  
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To: chchchchanges@tuneinshareout.com

Cc: adam@greenfield.com

Sender: greer@funkive.com

Message:	  Hi,	  Thank	  you	  for	  making	  avail-
able	  a	  free	  Wellington	  based	  health	  app.	  It	  
ROCKS!	  	  I’d	  like	  to	  request	  model	  Android	  
T25x	  included	  in	  the	  next	  update	  please

EMAIL	  MODEL	  INCLUSION	  REQUEST

Arthur C ClarkeQ W E R T Y U I O P

A S D F G H J K L

Z X C V B N M

space.?123 Send

To:	  @envirotainment

Message:	  Asthmatics	  beware:	  High	  levels	  
of	  PM10	  &	  CO2	  around	  Taranaki	  &	  Vivian	  
Street	  intersection	  in	  past	  hr.	  See:	  
http://bit.ly/3gfsh	  for	  more	  info

SEND	  TO	  TWITTER

Sign in

Send
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Twitter:	  @envirotainment

Foursquare:	  @gfm

SHARE	  ON	  SOCIAL	  MEDIA

Brightkite:	  @envirotainment

Facebook:	  greermitchell

Sign in

Sign in

Sign in

Sign in
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Digital Sketches



<- Arduino 1st Sensor 
Device Test

Not mixed properly, so 
didn’t turn out very well.
Was my first time working 
with resin.

Arduino Mobile Device Experimentation

Arduino Light Seeking Robot ->

A 2 Day weekend workshop to 
reacquaint myself with arduino 
and the processing language.

The robot (powered by a 5v 
battery and 2x fishtank 
batteries) was designed to 
accelerate towards the light. 

Needed to be set in resin or 
something similar to stop the 
wires from coming loose from 
the breadboard.



- Arduino Final Prototype
- Clear Resin
- 3 Air Sensors

iPhone Working Prototype
(shown on security shell 
encased iTouch 4 exhibition).

- iPhone Working Protype
- Arduino Air Sensor Prototype 
- Thesis

Arduino Air Sensor / Application / Thesis

Final Arduino Mobile Syncing 
Air Sensor Prototype (below).



Tune In Share Out 
(TISO) Website where 
mobile owner can 
access:

- Brief overview of 
app.
- Downloads web 
app.
- Contact TISO.
- Follow on Twitter.

NB: A web app is an 
app. that can be 
downloaded to a 
mobile device from 
the internet as 
opposed to 
downloading via 
iTunes App Store.

tuneinshareout.com

Images below are 
cycled through on 
website to give the 
viewer an idea of app.

TISO Website


